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date, wide-ranging, comprehensive, concise, and
Routledge Handbook of Islam in Southeast Asia

readable introduction to the field of Islam in

Syed Muhammad Khairudin Aljunied 2022-03-04

Southeast Asia. With specific themes of pertinent

This handbook explores the ways in which Islam,

contemporary relevance, the contributions by

as one of the fastest growing religions, has

experts in the field provide fresh insights into the

become a global faith for both Muslims and non-

roles of states, societies, scholars, social

Muslims in Southeast Asia with its universality,

movements, political parties, economic

inclusivity, and shared features with other Islamic

institutions, sacred sites, and other forces that

expressions and manifestations. It offers an up-to-

structured the faith over many centuries. The
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handbook is structured in three parts: Muslim

most comprehensive and up-to-date reference

Global Circulations Marginal Narratives

work on Asian Americans, comprising three

Refashioning Pieties This handbook stands out as

volumes that address a broad range of topics on

a single and synergistic reference work that

various Asian and Pacific Islander American

explores the ebb and flow of Islam seeking to

groups from 1848 to the present day. • Presents

decenter many existing assumptions about it in

information on Asian Americans and individual

Southeast Asia. It will be an indispensable

Asian ethnic groups that provides comprehensive

resource for scholars, students, and policymakers

overviews of the respective groups • Includes

working on Islam, Muslims, and their interactions

special topic entries that contain source

with other communities in a plural setting.

information regarding major historical events •

Asian Americans: An Encyclopedia of Social,

Comprises work from a truly outstanding list of

Cultural, Economic, and Political History [3

contributors that include scholars, journalists,

volumes] Xiaojian Zhao 2013-11-26 This is the

writers, community activists, graduate students,
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and other specialists • Expands the boundaries of

power frame the experiences of borderland

Asian American studies through innovative entries

residents. Although the Thai represent less than

that address transnationalism, gender and

10 percent of the Kelantan population, they are

sexuality, and inter- and cross-disciplinarity

vocal about their identity as non-Muslim, non-

The Buddha on Mecca’s Verandah Irving Chan

Malay citizens. They have built some of the

Johnson 2013-01-10 The Buddha on Mecca's

world's largest Buddhist statues in their tiny

Verandah examines the many ways in which

villages, in a state that has traditionally been a

people living along an international border

seat of Islamic governance. At the same time, the

negotiate their ethnic, cultural, and political

Thai grapple with feelings of social and political

identities. This ethnography of a small community

powerlessness, being neither Thai citizens nor

of Thai Buddhists in the Malaysian state of

Muslim Malaysians. This thoughtful study offers

Kelantan draws on rich, original vignettes to show

new perspectives and challenges the classical

how issues such as territoriality, identity, and

definition of boundaries and borders as spaces
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that enforce separation and distance. With

innovated Christian beliefs and practices in the

insights applicable to comparative border and

reform era reveal emerging patterns of power

frontier studies around the world, The Buddha on

formation, place making and morality building in

Mecca's Verandah will appeal not only to

the context of a market-oriented, modernizing

anthropologists but also to specialists in Asian

China..

and Southeast Asian studies, cultural geography,

The Minority Muslim Experience in Mainland

religious and ethnic studies, globalization, and

Southeast Asia John Goodman 2021-07-13 This

cosmopolitanism.

book examines the lives of the Malay and Cham

Constructing China's Jerusalem Nanlai Cao

Muslims in Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam and

2010-11-04 This book depicts the revival of

examines how they co-exist and live in societies

Protestant Christianity among diverse groups of

that are dominated by an alternative consensus

people in the commercially prosperous coastal

and are illiberal and non-democratic in nature.

city of Wenzhou, and shows how resurgent and

Focusing on two major Muslim communities in
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Southeast Asia, both of whom live as minorities in

alien and disloyal. A useful contribution analyzing

societies that are not democratic and have a

historical and post-colonial experiences of Muslim

history of hostility and repression towards non-

minorities and how they survive and evolve over

conforming ideas, the book explains their

the course of state monopoly in mainland

circumstances, the choices and life decisions they

Southeast Asia, this book will be of interest to

have to make, and how minorities can thrive in an

academics working on Muslim minorities, Asian

unfriendly, monocultural environment. Based on

Religion and Southeast Asian Studies.

original field work and research, the author

Engaging Colonial Knowledge R. Roque

analyses how people live, and how they adapt to

2011-11-07 Presenting a set of rich case-studies

societies which are not motivated by Western

which demonstrate novel and productive

liberal ideals of multiculturalism. The book also

approaches to the study of colonial knowledge,

offers a unique perspective on how Islam

this volume covers British, Danish, Dutch, French,

develops in an environment where it is seen as

German, Portuguese, and Spanish colonial
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encounters in Africa, Asia, America and the

multilingual Cham are part of a cosmopolitan,

Pacific, from the sixteenth to the twentieth

transnational community, and as traders, pilgrims

century.

and labour migrants are found throughout

Cham Muslims of the Mekong Delta Philip Taylor

mainland Southeast Asia and beyond it.

2007 This intriguing account of the vigorous

A Journey of Ethnicity Rie Nakamura 2020-02

survival of an Islamic community in the strife-torn

The Cham people are thought to be descendants

borderlands of the lower Mekong delta, and of its

of the kingdoms of Champa located in central

creative accommodation to the modernising

Vietnam between the 2nd and 19th centuries.

reforms of the Vietnamese government, shows

Champa was one of the oldest Hinduinized

how Islam provides a unifying focus for the Cham

kingdoms in Southeast Asia, and became

people in their diversely-constituted rural

prosperous through maritime trades and its high

settlements. Although officially regarded as one of

quality eaglewood from the central highlands

Vietnam's nationial minority groups, the

made it famous. However, Champa disappeared
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from the political map of Southeast Asia after its

in three different localities: namely, the south

defeats against the Vietnamese southward

central coast area, Ho Chi Minh City and the

expansion. The Cham are now one of the 54

Mekong Delta region. It is grounded in information

state-recognized national ethnic groups, but

gathered through prolonged interactions with

Champaâ (TM)s ancient brick structures and

Cham individuals over recent decades. The book

temples scattered along central Vietnam attest to

stresses the complexity of Cham communities

its previous glory. Champa adapted a number of

and the diversity and dynamics of the Chamâ

foreign religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism and

(TM)s understanding of who they are. It provides

Islam in the course of its history, which made its

a comprehensive picture of Cham communities

culture and tradition rich and unique. This book is

and the situation of ethnic minority people of

about a journey of understanding what it means

Vietnam in general.

to be Cham in the Social Republic of Vietnam. It

Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Vietnam

is based on field studies in various Cham villages

Jonathan D. London 2022-07-29 The Routledge
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Handbook of Contemporary Vietnam is a

evolution, to continuity and change in patterns of

comprehensive resource exploring social, political,

socio-political organization, political expression,

economic, and cultural aspects of Vietnam, one of

state repression, diplomatic relations, and human

contemporary Asia’s most dynamic but least

rights. Part II assesses the transformation of

understood countries. Following an introduction

Vietnam’s economy, addressing patterns of

that highlights major changes that have unfolded

economic growth, investment and trade, the role

in Vietnam over the past three decades, the

of the state in the economy, and other economic

volume is organized into four thematic parts:

aspects of social life. Parts III and IV examine

•Politics and Society •Economy and Society

developments across a variety of social and

•Social Life and Institutions •Cultures in Motion

cultural fields through chapters on themes

Part I addresses key aspects of Vietnam’s

including welfare, inequality, social policy,

politics, from the role of the Communist Party of

urbanization, the environment and society,

Vietnam in shaping the country’s institutional

gender, ethnicity, the family, cuisine, art, mass
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media, and the politics of remembrance.

Groups, Cultures and Contemporary Issues

Featuring 38 essays by leading Vietnam scholars

Steven L. Danver 2015-03-10 This work

from around the world, this book provides a

examines the world's indigenous peoples, their

cutting-edge analysis of Vietnam’s transformation

cultures, the countries in which they reside, and

and changing engagement with the world. It is an

the issues that impact these groups.

invaluable interdisciplinary reference work that will

Asian American Religious Cultures [2 volumes]

be of interest to students and academics of

Jonathan H. X. Lee 2015-09-01 A resource ideal

Southeast Asian studies, as well as policymakers,

for students as well as general readers, this two-

analysts, and anyone wishing to learn more about

volume encyclopedia examines the diversity of

contemporary Vietnam.

the Asian American and Pacific Islander spiritual

The Different aspects of Islamic culture Ali,

experience. • Covers both common motifs in

Abdulrahim 2016-10-17

Asian American religious culture, such as

Native Peoples of the World: An Encylopedia of

Chinese New Year festivals and mortuary rituals,
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as well as many newly established faith traditions

heavily contested homelands. To cope with wars,

• Contains entries on rarely addressed topics

environmental re-engineering and nation-building,

within Asian American religion, such as Hezhen

the Khmer Krom have selectively engaged with

Shamanism

the outside world in addition to drawing upon

The Khmer Lands of Vietnam Philip Taylor

local resources and self-help networks. This

2014-04-01 The indigenous people of Southern

groundbreaking book reveals the sophisticated

Vietnam, known as the Khmer Krom, occupy

ecological repertoire deployed by the Khmer

territory over which Vietnam and Cambodia have

Krom to deal with a complex river delta, and

competing claims. Regarded with ambivalence

charts their diverse adaptations to a changing

and suspicion by nationalists in both countries,

environment. In addition, it provides an

these in-between people have their own claims

ethnographically grounded exposition of Khmer

on the place where they live and a unique

mythic thought that shows how the Khmer Krom

perspective on history and sovereignty in their

position themselves within a landscape imbued
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with life-sustaining potential, magical sovereign

historical roots of each major subfield.

power and cosmological significance. Offering a

History Without Borders Geoffrey C. Gunn

new environmental history of the Mekong River

2011-08-01 Astride the historical maritime silk

delta this book is the first to explore Southern

routes linking India to China, premodern East and

Vietnam through the eyes of its indigenous Khmer

Southeast Asia can be viewed as a global region

residents.

in the making over a long period. Intense Asian

The Australian Study of Politics R. Rhodes

commerce in spices, silks, and ceramics placed

2009-11-11 The Australian Study of Politics

the region in the forefront of global economic

provides the first comprehensive reference book

history prior to the age of imperialism. Alongside

on the history of the study of politics in Australia,

the correlated silver trade among Japanese,

whether described as political studies or political

Europeans, Muslims, and others, China's age-old

science. It focuses on Australia and on

tributary trade networks provided the essential

developments since WWII, also exploring the

stability and continuity enabling a brilliant age of
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commerce. Though national perspectives

and the emergence of new Asian hybridities

stubbornly dominate the writing of Asian history,

beyond and within the conventional boundaries of

even powerful state-centric narratives have to be

the nation-state. Chapters range over the intra-

re-examined with respect to shifting identities and

Asian trade in silver and ceramics, the Chinese

contested boundaries. This book situates itself in

junk trade, the rise of European trading

a new genre of writing on borderland zones

companies as well as diasporic communities

between nations, especially prior to the

including the historic Japan-towns of Southeast

emergence of the modern nation-state. It

Asia, and many types of technology exchanges.

highlights the role of civilization that developed

While some readers will be drawn to thematic

along with global trade in rare and everyday

elements, this book can be read as the narrative

Asian commodities, raising a range of questions

history of the making of a coherent East-

regarding unequal development, intraregional

Southeast Asian world long before the modem

knowledge advances, the origins of globalization,

period.
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Vietnamese-Chinese Relationships at the

perceptions of the ‘other’ and interpretation of

Borderlands Yuk Wah Chan 2013-11-12 Ever

intentions of acts in their daily interaction. Albeit

since China and Vietnam resumed diplomatic

Chinese and Vietnamese have lived side by side

contacts and reopened the border in 1991, the

for centuries, their interaction in the space of

borderland region has become part of the vibrant

trade and modern tourism in post-war and post-

growing economies of both countries and drawn

reform China and Vietnam is something novel to

many from the interior provinces to the borderland

both people. The book provides a ‘bottom-up’

for new economic adventures. This book

approach to examine the localized experiences of

examines Chinese-Vietnamese relationships at

inter-state relations. It illustrates the changes the

the borderland through every day cross-border

vibrant economic process has brought to the

interaction in trade and tourism activities. It looks

borderland communities, and how the revived

into the historical underlining of bilateral relations

contacts and interaction have generated a

of the two countries which often shape people’s

contested space for examining Vietnamese-
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Chinese relationships and demonstrating trans-

predominantly focused on the West. Its authors

border cultural politics. A novel study of the

highlight that terms like ‘secular’, ‘secularization’,

strategic development of the borderland within the

and ‘secularism’ do not carry the same meanings

new political economy at China-Southeast Asia

in the very different historical and cultural

border region, this book is of interest to

contexts of Asia. Critiquing Charles Taylor’s

academics in the field of Anthropology, Border

account of secularism, this book examines what

Studies, Social and Cultural Studies and Asian

travelled and what not in ‘the imperial encounter’

Studies.

between Western secular modernity and other

The Secular in South, East, and Southeast Asia

traditions outside of the West. Throughout the

Kenneth Dean 2018-06-13 This innovative edited

book, state responses to religion at different

collection provides a comprehensive analysis of

points in Chinese and South-East Asian history

modern secularism across Asia which contests

are carefully considered, providing a nuanced and

and expands prevailing accounts that have

in-depth understanding of post-secular strategies
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and relations in these areas. Particular attention

the ideals and organization of these movements

is given to Catholicism in the Philippines,

and examines their implications for the future of

Vietnam, and Singapore, and Hinduism and

democracy, citizen rights, and gender relations in

Chinese religion in Malaysia, Singapore, and

the Muslim world. These studies of eight Muslim-

India. This theoretically engaged work will appeal

majority societies, and state-of-the-field reflections

to students and scholars of Asian studies,

by leading experts, provide the first comparative

anthropology, religious studies, history, sociology,

investigation of movements for and against

and political science.

implementation of shari`a. These essays reveal

Shariʻa Politics Robert W. Hefner 2011 One of

that the Muslim public's interest in shari`a does

the most important developments in Muslim

not spring from an unchanging devotion to

politics in recent years has been the spread of

received religious tradition, but from an effort to

movements calling for the implementation of

respond to the central political and ethical

shari`a or Islamic law. Shari`Ê»a Politics maps

questions of the day.
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Borders and Beyond Betti Rosita Sari 2018-12-26

refugees, minority groups, and others from

This book contributes to a better understanding

neighboring countries to reside either temporary

about the dynamics of transnational migration and

or permanently. The infrastructure and economic

diaspora in Northern Thailand border areas with

developments of those two cities in the border

Myanmar and Laos. Border cities in Southeast

areas have not only influenced the formation of

Asia are places that have unique characteristics

those two cities into multicultural societies, but

because of rapid development which includes the

also become more modern cities with various

process of transnational migration and diaspora

economic activities. Both Mae Sai and Chiang

communities from neighboring countries.

Khong gradually became more densely populated

Historically, different ethnic groups had migrated

and have transformed into economic and tourist

in the border areas of mainland Southeast Asian

destinations because they have low-price goods,

countries and China. Border cities, such as Mae

duty free markets, and even casinos. The arrivals

Sai and Chiang Khong, are strategic places for

of various ethnic groups in different times have
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formed a multicultural community, which plays a

examines the human cost and community impact

very important role in the development of border

of the violence on people from different sides of

cities and surrounding areas. On top of these, the

the political divide. Her major contribution is an

policies on border areas have been more

examination of the experiences of people on the

complex considering the transnational movements

political Left. Drawing on interviews, archival

of people, goods and ideas.

records, and government and military reports, she

Unmarked Graves Vanessa Hearman 2018-08-15

traces the lives of a number of individuals,

The anti-communist violence that swept across

following their efforts to build a base for

Indonesia in 1965–66 produced a particularly high

resistance in the South Blitar area of East Java,

death toll in East Java. It also transformed the

and their subsequent journeys into prisons and

lives of hundreds of thousands of survivors, who

detention centres, or into hiding and a shadowy

faced decades of persecution, imprisonment and

underground existence. She also provides a new

violence. In this book, Vannessa Hearman

understanding of relations between the army and
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its civilian supporters, many of whom belonged to

not just by individuals but by figures, those larger-

Indonesia’s largest Islamic organisation, Nahdlatul

than-life people who in some way express and

Ulama. In recent times, the Indonesian killings

challenge our conventional understandings of

have received increased attention, but

social types. This innovative and collaborative

researchers have struggled to overcome a dearth

work takes up the wide range of figures that

of available records and the stigma associated

populate the social and cultural imaginaries of

with communist party membership. By studying

contemporary Southeast Asia—some familiar only

events in a single province and focusing on the

in specific places, others recognizable across the

experiences of individuals, Hearman has taken a

region and even globally. It puts forward a series

large step toward a better understanding of a

of ethnographic portraits of figures that represent

fraught period in Indonesia’s recent past.

and give voice to something larger than

Figures of Southeast Asian Modernity Joshua

themselves, offering a view into social life that is

Barker 2013-07-31 We live in a world populated

at once highly particular and general. They
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include the Muslim Television Preacher in

result from ethnographic attention to the study of

Indonesia, Miss Beer Lao, the Rural DJ in

key figures. Each section begins with an

Thailand, the Korean Soap Opera Junkie in

introduction by a country editor followed by short

Burma, the Filipino Seaman, and the Photo

essays offering vivid and intimate portraits set

Retoucher in Vietnam. Figures of Southeast Asian

against the background of contemporary

Modernity brings together the fieldwork of over

Southeast Asia. The result is a volume that

eighty scholars and covers the nine major

combines scholarly rigor with a meaningful, up-to-

countries of the region: Burma (Myanmar),

date portrayal of a region of the world undergoing

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the

rapid change. A reference bibliography offers

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.

suggestions for further reading. Figures of

An introduction outlines important social

Southeast Asia Modernity is an ideal teaching tool

transformations in Southeast Asia and key

for introductory classes to Southeast Asia studies,

theoretical and methodological innovations that

anthropology, and geography.
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The Longest Journey Eric Tagliacozzo 2013-03-15

centuries, is the first book to offer a history of the

The pilgrimage to Mecca, or Hajj, has been a

Hajj from one of Islam's largest and most

yearly phenomenon of great importance in Muslim

important regions.

lands for well over one thousand years. Each

Tides of Empire Courtney Work 2020-07-01 At the

year, millions of pilgrims from throughout the Dar

forested edge of Cambodia’s development

al-Islam, or Islamic world, stretching from

frontier, the infrastructures of global development

Morocco east to Indonesia, make the trip to

engulf the land and existing social practices like

Mecca as one of the five pillars of their faith. By

an incoming tide. Cambodia’s distinctive history of

the end of the nineteenth century, and the

imperial surge and rupture makes it easier to see

beginning of the twentieth, fully half of all pilgrims

the remains of earlier tides, which are embedded

making the journey in any given year could come

in the physical landscape, and also floating about

from Southeast Asia. The Longest Journey,

in the solidifying boundaries of religious,

spanning eleven modern nation-states and seven

economic, and political classifications. Using
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stories from the hybrid population of settler-

compelling concept of trauma, which has

farmers, loggers, and soldiers, all cutting new

expanded well beyond the bounds of therapeutic

social realities from the water and the land, this

practice to become a powerful cultural idiom

book illuminates the contradictions and

shaping the ways social actors understand the

continuities in what the author suggests is the

effects of violence and imagine possible

final tide of empire.

responses to suffering. In Aceh, conflict survivors

Resilience and the Localisation of Trauma in

have incorporated the globalised concept of

Aceh, Indonesia Catherine Smith 2018 The

trauma into local languages, healing practices

globalisation of psychiatry has helped shape the

and political imaginaries. The incorporation of this

way suffering and recovery is experienced in

globalised idiom of distress into the Acehnese

Aceh, Indonesia, a region with a long history of

medical-moral landscape provides an

violent conflict. In this book, Catherine Smith

ethnographic perspective on suffering and

examines the global reach of the contested yet

recovery, and contributes to contemporary
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debates about the globalisation of psychiatry and

charismatic rebel from 1740 to 1757 and one of

its ongoing expansion outside the domain of

the foremost military commanders of his age, he

medicine.

won the loyalty of many followers. He was also a

Cambodia’s Muslims and the Malay World Philipp

devout Muslim of the Mystic Synthesis style, a

Bruckmayr 2019-03-25 In Cambodia’s Muslims

devotee of Javanese culture and a lover of

and the Malay World Philipp Bruckmayr examines

beautiful women and Dutch gin. His enemies—the

the development of Cambodia’s Muslim minority

Surakarta court, his uncle the rebel and later

from the mid-19th to the 21st century. Particular

Sultan Mangkubumi of Yogyakarta and the Dutch

attention is paid to Malay influence, Islamic

East India Company—were unable to subdue him,

factionalism and the minority context.

even when they united against him. In 1757 he

Soul Catcher Merle Ricklefs 2018-07-31

settled as a semi-independent prince in

Mangkunagara I (1726-95) was one of the most

Surakarta, pursuing his objective of as much

flamboyant figures of 18th-century Java. A

independence as possible by means other than
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war, a frustrating time for a man who was a

of the kingdoms of Champa located in central

fighter to his fingertips. Professor Ricklefs here

Vietnam between the 2nd and 19th centuries.

employs an extraordinary range of sources in

Champa was one of the oldest Hinduinized

Dutch and Javanese—among them

kingdoms in Southeast Asia, and became

Mangkunagara I’s voluminous autobiographical

prosperous through maritime trades and its high

account of his years at war, the earliest

quality eaglewood from the central highlands

autobiography in Javanese so far known—to bring

made it famous. However, Champa disappeared

this important figure to life. As he does so, our

from the political map of Southeast Asia after its

understanding of Java’s devastating civil war of

defeats against the Vietnamese southward

the mid-18th century is transformed and much

expansion. The Cham are now one of the 54

light is shed on Islam and culture in Java.

state-recognized national ethnic groups, but

A Journey of Ethnicity Rie Nakamura 2020-05-05

Champa’s ancient brick structures and temples

The Cham people are thought to be descendants

scattered along central Vietnam attest to its
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previous glory. Champa adapted a number of

and the diversity and dynamics of the Cham’s

foreign religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism and

understanding of who they are. It provides a

Islam in the course of its history, which made its

comprehensive picture of Cham communities and

culture and tradition rich and unique. This book is

the situation of ethnic minority people of Vietnam

about a journey of understanding what it means

in general.

to be Cham in the Social Republic of Vietnam. It

Encyclopedia of Stateless Nations: Ethnic and

is based on field studies in various Cham villages

National Groups around the World, 2nd Edition

in three different localities: namely, the south

James B. Minahan 2016-08-01 This book

central coast area, Ho Chi Minh City and the

addresses the numerous national movements of

Mekong Delta region. It is grounded in information

ethnic groups around the world seeking

gathered through prolonged interactions with

independence, more self-rule, or

Cham individuals over recent decades. The book

autonomy—movements that have proliferated

stresses the complexity of Cham communities

exponentially in the 21st century. • Provides
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readers with an understanding of a global

colonial period in the 19th and 20th century. The

phenomenon that continues even today •

study's purpose is to explore the impact that

Presents specific, hard-to-find information on the

notions of ritual, caste, and religion had on Indian

many ethnic and national groups seeking greater

society during the time. The various authors give

self-government in an easy-to-access format with

detailed analyses of Tamil and Telugu sources,

up-to-date facts and histories • Provides further

emphasizing the historical background by

reading suggestions, an index, and an appendix

accenting the newly established print media of the

of dates of independence declarations by nation

time. They show how these concepts played a

Ritual, Caste, and Religion in Colonial South India

crucial role in the formation of social, cultural, and

Michael Bergunder 2010 The volume "Ritual,

religious identities, and with this vitally contribute

Caste, and Religion in Colonial South Asia"

to the history of colonisation in India.

edited by Michael Bergunder, Heiko Frese, and

Connected and Disconnected in Viet Nam Philip

Ulrike Schroder focuses on South India during the

Taylor 2016-03-31 Vietnam’s shift to a market-
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based society has brought about profound

examines the dynamics of connection and

realignments in its people’s relations with each

disconnection in the lives of contemporary

other. As the nation continues its retreat from the

Vietnamese. It features 11 chapters by

legacies of war and socialism, significant social

anthropologists who draw upon research in both

rifts have emerged that divide citizens by class,

highland and lowland contexts to shed light on

region and ethnicity. By drawing on social

social capital disparities, migration inequalities

connections as a traditional resource, Vietnamese

and the benefits and perils of gift exchange. The

are able to accumulate wealth, overcome

authors investigate ethnic minority networks, the

marginalisation and achieve social mobility.

politics of poverty, patriotic citizenship, and the

However, such relationship-building strategies are

‘heritagisation’ of culture. Tracing shifts in how

also fraught with peril for they have the potential

Vietnamese people relate to their consociates and

to entrench pre-existing social divisions and lead

others, the chapters elucidate the social legacies

to new forms of disconnectedness. This book

of socialism, nation-building and the transition to
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a globalised market-based economy. With

changing nature of social identity in East Asia.

compelling case studies and including many

Regional specialists review specific events and

previously unheard perspectives, this book offers

situations in China, Korea, Japan, Thailand,

original insights into social ties and divisions

Vietnam, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia,

among the modern Vietnamese.

and the Philippines to provide a focus on life as it

Multicultural Challenges and Redefining Identity in

is lived at the local level whilst also tracing macro

East Asia Nam-Kook Kim 2016-04-15

discourses on the national issues affected by

Globalization and increased migration have

multiculturalism and identity. The contributors look

brought both new opportunities and new tensions

at the uneven multicultural development across

to traditional East Asian societies. Multicultural

these different countries and how to bridge the

Challenges and Redefining Identity in East Asia

gap between locality and universality. They

draws together a wide range of distinguished

examine how ethnic majorities and minorities can

local scholars to discuss multiculturalism and the

achieve individual rights, exert civic responsibility,
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and explain how to construct a deliberative

and origin narratives of the Cham Muslims of the

framework to make sustainable democracy

Mekong delta, and explains their religious

possible. This book considers the emergence of a

practices, material life and relationship with the

new cross-national network designed to address

state in Vietnam and Cambodia. It offers original

multicultural challenges and imagines an East

insights into religious and ethnic differentiation in

Asian community with shared values of individual

the Mekong delta that will enrich the comparative

dignity and multicultural diversity. With strong

study of culturally pluralist societies, and

empirical support it puts forward a regulative ideal

contributes significantly to the study of Islam,

by which a new paradigm for multicultural

cosmopolitanism, trade, rural development and

coexistence and regional cooperation can be

resistance and the Malay diaspora."--BOOK

realized.

JACKET.

Cham Muslims of the Mekong Delta Philip Taylor

Religion in Southeast Asia: An Encyclopedia of

2007 "This study describes the settlement history

Faiths and Cultures Jesudas M. Athyal
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2015-03-10 This engaging encyclopedia covers

Food Anxiety in Globalising Vietnam Judith Ehlert

the religions and religious traditions of various

2018-01-01 This open access book approaches

Southeast Asian countries, including Brunei,

the anxieties inherent in food consumption and

Burma, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the

production in Vietnam. The country’s rapid and

Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. • Promotes

recent economic integration into global agro-food

respect for cultural diversity by helping students

systems and consumer markets spurred a new

learn about the religious traditions important to

quality of food safety concerns, health issues and

many Asian Americans • Highlights important

distrust in food distribution networks that have

information about countries, cultures, religious

become increasingly obscured. This edited

practices, and key figures in 50 sidebars •

volume further puts the eating body centre stage

Examines a variety of religions in Southeast Asia

by following how gendered body norms, food

• Includes contributions from American,

taboos, power structures and social differentiation

European, and Asian scholars

shape people’s ambivalent relations with food. It
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uncovers Vietnam’s trajectories of agricultural

globalizations in Vietnam and beyond. Due to its

modernisation against which consumers and

rich empirical base, methodological approaches

producers manoeuvre amongst food self-

and thematic foci, it will appeal to scholars,

sufficiency, security and abundance. Food Anxiety

practitioners and students alike.--

in Globalising Vietnam is explicitly about

Modernity and Re-enchantment Philip Taylor

‘dangerous’ food – regarding its materiality and

2007 Covers shared logics of spiritual efficacy

meaning. It provides social science perspectives

across a range of practices, which include

on anxieties related to food and surrounding

ancestor veneration, spirit mediumship, Buddhist

discourses that travel between the local and the

sectarianism and Catholic myths and miracles.

global, the individual and society and into the

Defines, documents, and discusses each issue

body. Therefore, the book’s lens of food anxiety

relating to Vietnam studies.

matters for social theory and for understanding

Islam in Southeast Asia: Oxford Bibliographies

the embeddedness and discontinuities of food

Online Research Guide Fred von der Mehden
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2010-05-01 This ebook is a selective guide

discover, for instance, the most reliable

designed to help scholars and students of Islamic

introductions and overviews to the topic, and the

studies find reliable sources of information by

most important publications on various areas of

directing them to the best available scholarly

scholarly interest within this topic. In Islamic

materials in whatever form or format they appear

studies, as in other disciplines, researchers at all

from books, chapters, and journal articles to

levels are drowning in potentially useful scholarly

online archives, electronic data sets, and blogs.

information, and this guide has been created as a

Written by a leading international authority on the

tool for cutting through that material to find the

subject, the ebook provides bibliographic

exact source you need. This ebook is a static

information supported by direct recommendations

version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies

about which sources to consult and editorial

Online: Islamic Studies, a dynamic, continuously

commentary to make it clear how the cited

updated, online resource designed to provide

sources are interrelated related. A reader will

authoritative guidance through scholarship and
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other materials relevant to the study of the Islamic

and Christian. Singapore has a highly unusual

religion and Muslim cultures. Oxford

approach to issues of religious diversity and

Bibliographies Online covers most subject

multiculturalism, adopting a policy of deliberately

disciplines within the social science and

‘managing religions’ - including Islam - in an

humanities, for more information visit

attempt to achieve orderly and harmonious

www.aboutobo.com.

relations between different racial and religious

Muslims in Singapore Kamaludeen Mohamed

groups. This has encompassed implicit and

Nasir 2009-09-10 This book examines Muslims in

explicit policies of containment and ‘enclavement’

Singapore, analysing their habits, practices and

of Muslims, and also the more positive policy of

dispositions towards everyday life, and also their

‘upgrading’ Muslims through paternalist strategies

role within the broader framework of the secularist

of education, training and improvement, including

Singapore state and the cultural dominance of its

the modernisation of madrassah education in both

Chinese elite, who are predominantly Buddhist

content and orientation. This book examines how
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this system has operated in practice, and

study has more general implications for political

evaluates its successes and failures. In particular,

strategies and public policies in multicultural

it explores the attitudes and reactions of Muslims

societies that are deeply divided along ethno-

themselves across all spheres of everyday life,

religious lines.

including dining and maintaining halal-vigilance;

The Political Economy of Educational Reforms

education and dress code; and practices of

and Capacity Development in Southeast Asia

courtship, sex and marriage. It also considers the

Yasushi Hirosato 2009-02-07 Yasushi Hirosato

impact of wider international developments,

and Yuto Kitamura Developing countries,

including 9/11, fear of terrorism and the

including Southeast Asian countries, face an

associated stigmatization of Muslims; and

enormous challenge in ensuring equitable access

developments within Southeast Asia such as the

to quality education in the context of deepening

Jemaah Islamiah terrorist attacks and the

globalization and increasing international

Islamization of Malaysia and Indonesia. This

competition. They must simultaneously meet the
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goals of Education for All (EFA) at the basic

roles at various (central and local, or public and

education level and of developing a more

private) levels of administration and stakeholders.

sophisticated workforce required by the

Provided that an ultimate vision of educational

knowledge-based economy at the post-basic,

development and cooperation in the twenty-first

especially tertiary, education level. To meet this

century would be to develop indigenous capacity

challenge, developing countries need to

in engineering education reforms, this book

reform/renovate their education systems and

analyzes the overall education reform context and

service deliveries as an integral part of national

capacity, including the status of sector program

development. However, most of them have not

support using the sector-wide approach

yet fully developed the individual, institutional, and

(SWAp)/program-based approach (PBA) in

system capacities in undertaking necessary

developing countries. We also address how

education reforms, especially under

different stakeholders have been interacting in

decentralization and privatization requiring new

order to promote equitable access to quality
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education, particularly from the perspectives of

second edition of Historical Dictionary of the

capacity development under the system of

Peoples of the Southeast Asian Massif contains a

decentralization.

chronology, an introduction, and an extensive

Historical Dictionary of the Peoples of the

bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700

Southeast Asian Massif Jean Michaud

cross-referenced entries on about 300 groups, the

2016-10-14 Dwelling in the highland areas of

ten countries they live in, their historical figures,

Northeast India, Bangladesh, Southwest China,

and their salient political, economic, social,

Taiwan, Burma (Myanmar), Thailand, Cambodia,

cultural and religious aspects. This book is an

Vietnam, Laos, and Peninsular Malaysia are

excellent access point for students, researchers,

hundreds of “peoples”. Together their population

and anyone wanting to know more.

adds up to 100 million, more than most of the

The Handbook of Contemporary Cambodia

countries they live in. Yet in each of these

Katherine Brickell 2016-09-13 Offering a

countries, they are regarded as minorities. This

comprehensive overview of the current situation
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in the country, The Handbook of Contemporary

profile. The handbook then highlights the major

Cambodia provides a broad coverage of social,

developments that are unfolding within the rural

cultural, political and economic development

sphere, before moving on to consider how cities

within both rural and urban contexts during the

in Cambodia, and particularly Phnom Penh, have

last decade. A detailed introduction places

become primary sites of change. The fourth

Cambodia within its global and regional frame,

section covers the major processes that have

and the handbook is then divided into five

shaped social understandings of the country, and

thematic sections: Political and Economic

how Cambodians have come to understand

Tensions Rural Developments Urban Conflicts

themselves in relation to each other and the

Social Processes Cultural Currents The first

outside world. Section five analyses the cultural

section looks at the major political implications

dimensions of Cambodia’s current experience,

and tensions that have occurred in Cambodia, as

and how identity comes into contact with and

well as the changing parameters of its economic

responds to other cultural themes. Bringing
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together a team of leading scholars on Cambodia,

interdisciplinary resource for scholars and

the handbook presents an understanding of how

students of Southeast Asian Studies, as well as

sociocultural and political economic processes in

policymakers, sociologists and political scientists

the country have evolved. It is a cutting edge and

with an interest in contemporary Cambodia.
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